Math Resistant Cryptography
"Trans Vernam:" a New Class of Ciphers
may bring the current era to its end
Encryption technology today suffers from
an unspoken vulnerability: math-attack. Security
is based on mathematical complexity, which
becomes math-simplicity in the eyes of a
mathematician smarter than its designer. For this
very reason all governments recruit their smartest
mathematicians to secretly crack those ciphers.
The Germans did not know how smart Alan
Turing -- their WW-II crypto attacker -- was, and
lost the war. Likewise we don't know how smart
is our attacker -- to what extent has our privacy
been violated. In reality, we know. We can't prove
it, of course, but those legions of dark room
mathematicians don't work for nothing.

randomness. And since we
are confident that the attacker will not use more
efficient math than we do (he cannot undercut us
because we are too simple to go simpler), we can
then very credibly estimate how fast will our
attacker break our secrecy. And what is more -we can very easily make the task more difficult
for our attacker, by simply piling on more and
more randomness. And what is so attractive about
all this, is that it is easy to do, so easy that the user,
the secret owner, can do it all by herself. To make
the math more complex, you need a professional
mathematician, to make the Trans Vernam cipher
more complex you just need to line up more
random bits! And remember -- at any point you
can credibly estimate how secure you are. And if
needed, you can throw in so much randomness
that your secret will be "Vernam Secure" -- which
means mathematically secure. Absolutely secure
-- regardless of how smart or how powerful your
attacker. Gilbert S. Vernam was the first to offer
such a cipher. The new crop, called "TransVernam," are more elegant, more versatile, more
convenient products, well positioned to
revolutionize cyber security. Imagine a world
where any John Doe can protect his privacy with
a Trans Vernam cipher, and decide on his own
how much randomness to use, how much secrecy
to put up -- and be peacefully assured that all the
smart hackers out there are destined to fail. Math
is not intimidated by force. When a mathematical
proof keeps your secret - it is kept a secret.

So what can we do? How do you remove
math vulnerability?
By avoiding math complexity!
Mathematical complexity is where our
vulnerability lies. If we limit our ciphers to very
simple math -- then we remove the risk of making
it simpler. A fragile box left on the top shelf is at
risk of falling down and cracking. The solution:
leave the box on the floor -- no more risk of
crashing to the ground. This is the new cyber
strategy -- use math so simple, that smart attackers
cannot undercut it.
But if the math is so simple, then the cipher
will be cracked straight on!

All these wonders are enabled through
technological advances that emerged very
recently. Mainstream cryptography has not yet
realized that the dominance of mathematical
complexity is quietly being challenged.

Well, here comes the other part of the Trans
Vernam Solution: the simple math is applied onto
large amounts of randomness -- making it
necessary for the attacker to figure out all this
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